This note is a sequel to the paper On rings on rings by Anatole Beck [l]. The problem we consider (originally proposed by Paul Rosenbloom) is that of characterizing the parameter p for the annulus Q = {1< | s| <p} in terms of the ring R of bounded analytic functions nn this annulus. Beck's solution involves properties of univalent functions, and although the subset of univalent functions in R can be characterized algebraically, it seems preferable to avoid this complication.
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THEOREM. Let R be the Banach algebra of all bounded analytic functions on the annulus S2 = {1 < | z\ <p} endowed with the usual sup norm. Let U be the set of invertible elements in R (i.e., the set offEzRfor which 1//E-R), and let H be the set of fÇïR which possess nth roots f 1(n (E.R for all n. Then 
I/-11 <p. <p
To deduce our result, we note first that ƒ (z) = z satisfies ƒ Now suppose that ƒ is an element of U-H such that ||/| Multiplying ƒ by a constant, we can adjust the norms so that and II/" 1 )! < 1. Then ƒ maps the annulus {1< | z\ <p} into itself. Since f&H, f lln fails to exist for some n, and hence if 7 is a generator for Hi(&), ƒ(7) cannot be homologous to zero. Thus by the SchifferHuber theorem, f(z) is a constant multiple of either z or 1/z; in either case ll/ll-IMI-p.
